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How To Grow A Successful Organic Lawn That Will Amaze The Neighbors The Law of Unintended

ConsequencesThree Things You Need to Get StartedMother Nature Never Breaks Her Own

RulesNine Steps for SuccessThe Myth of ThatchSell Your Lawn RollerDead Patches in the Spring

Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Here doggie, doggie!Organic Weed ControlMoles and Voles and How to Eliminate them

from your lawnGrub ControlA GuyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Guide to Low Maintenance Lawn CareIf you follow the

directions in this ebook, your organic lawns will look as good (or better) than the neighbors. And

you, your kids, and your pets can roll around out there playing without concern for noxious cancer or

disease-causing chemicals. Your neighbors will also thank you for reducing the amount of

chemicals in their environment as well. Award winning garden author Doug Green outlines the nine

easy steps you can take to create a healthy lawn masterpiece in easy-to-follow steps debunking

away the myths promoted by the lawn-chemical companies. Green starts by introducing you to the

basics of organic thinking about lawns and quickly follows with step-by-step and season by season

steps to create that perfect lawn using organic and environmentally sustainable techniques. Weed

and insect control for the average lawn is fully covered including tips not often found about how to

really make organic techniques work on the average home lawn. He also launches into his

trademark humor with the last section - a Guys Guide to Low Maintenance Lawn Care.Buy this

ebook right now and make your lawn the envy of every neighbor.
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This book is a great guide especially for professionals. If you don't have this book in your office,

you're missing out a lot.

I found this extremely informative and plan on starting with this in the fall. Have recently put in 4

raised vegetable garden beds and trying to go organic, they recommend grass clippings for mulch (

if organic). My lawn is not organic, so I thought I would look into it. This book is short and sweet,

tells you what to do when.

Another hit from Doug Green's publications. In his easy to understand style, Doug tells how to get a

healthy lawn using 3 basic ingredients - Compost, Corn Meal and Patience. Step by step

procedures walk the reader through the process to a better lawn. Once a healthy lawn is

established, weeds, pests and disease will be minimized.

Short and to the point. Great information in this book without a lot of unnecessary filler.Before

purchasing this book, I had been following some of his recommendations with great success. The

book simply verified that I am doing the right things and gave me more tricks to use.

Once again Doug hits it out of the ballpark! This book is not only enjoyable to read, but it is packed

full of useful information without being overwhelming; it's got JUST the info any person could want

to grow a healthy happy lawn, all in an easy-to-follow format. His straight-to-the-point style of writing,

seasoned with his wonderful wit, have made this book my "THE" go-to book from now on for my

lawn. I wish I could give it 10 stars!

The author provided the basis for the practical tips to organic lawn maintenance. There was also a



flavor for ease of maintenance. The author has a good sense of humor and uses it to present the

material. I have used the advice and have had good results so far (3 months).

I am being presumptuous with giving it a 5, because I haven't has time to read the entire book yet.

But I found relevant information in all the chapters I have read. And the price was certainly great! I

subscribe to Doug's online newsletter, and his discussions and information are always so helpful.

This was really good - helpful and to the point. No wasting my time with useless babble.
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